MR Overlays & Positioning Solutions
accurate transfer from MR imaging to treatment

MR Series™

CIVCO
Radiotherapy
a better way
Universal Couchtop MR Overlays and Standard Overlays are made from fiberglass, feature Prodigy™, Prodigy or Interloc indexing styles and are compatible with three-pin Lok-Bars™.

- Universal Couchtop is available on many major CT, MR, Proton and Linac models to provide seamless transfer from imaging to treatment.
- Three-Pin Lok-Bars offer the option to use existing MR-compatible devices by indexing them to the overlay.

CIVCO offers overlays compatible with the following MR manufacturers:

SIEMENS | CANON | PHILIPS | GE

Lok-Bar options include Prodigy 2, Prodigy, Interloc and Elekta Unity MR-Linac

Three-Pin Indexing helps prevent MR Unsafe devices from being used.

Indexable positioning devices allow you to easily transfer from imaging to treatment.

Adjustable Coil Holders support and position the body and head coils, allowing the patient to be imaged in the same position as they will be in treatment.

Head

Customize the coil position with infinitely adjustable, "set and lock" coil holders.

Body

Body coil supports allow the coils to be adjusted for angled placement.
Positioning Solutions

**SRS**

[SRS solutions are MR Safe*]

**Solstice™ MR SRS Immobilization System**
Variable pitch capability provides increased setup options in CT simulation, MR imaging (glass fiber version) and corrective positioning flexibility during treatment setup.

- Pitch at 0 (chin down)
- Pitch at 5 (neutral)
- Pitch at 10 (chin up)

**Head & Neck**

[SRS solutions are MR Safe*]

**Solstat™ Immobilization System**
Highly customizable and comfortable patient setup for more accurate head and neck treatments.

**GrayDuck Oral Positioning Stents**
The only custom fitted bite block system that can position the tongue in one of several positions; laterally (left or right), depressing (downward) or a combination thereof.

**M.C.Inspire Baseplate compatible with MRIdian® by ViewRay®**
Uniquely integrates and aligns ViewRay’s MRIdian head and neck coils with the high precision positioning provided by Solstat and Solstice SRS.

*Putty dispenser should be used outside of MR
Body Pro-Lok ONE™

- Provides one simple solution for complex SBRT patient setups.
- Respiratory Belt provides pneumatic compression and immobilization to the abdominal region.
- Variable height adjustment with just one bridge.

C-Qual M™ Breastboard with Monarch™ Overhead Arm Positioner

Integration with the Monarch Overhead Arm Positioner provides arms-up positioning, allowing proper superior/inferior adjustment of the board to the patient, helping reduce patient slide.

Chabner XRT® Radiation Bra

- Provides optimal breast support during simulation, planning and radiation treatment, including proton therapy.
- Washable, reusable fitting bras provide a unique solution to properly size the patient.
**Hip & Pelvic**

**Combinfix™ 3**
Provides enhanced positioning for the pelvic region and other lower extremities.

- MR Bellyboard
- HipFix® Baseplate

**Patient Cushions & Positioning Aids**

- **Kneefix™ 3 & Feetfix™ 3**
- **Vac-Lok™ Cushions**
- **Multipurpose Support Cushions**
- **LiquiMark MRI Markers**

- **FusionCoil™ Fiducial Markers**
- **PolyMark™ Fiducial Markers**

**MRSeries™**
MR Series products are intended for use in the MR environment. Always refer to product labeling to identify whether a device is MRSafe or MR Conditional.

Visit CivcoRT.com or CIVCO’s Solutions Guide catalog for additional product information!